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Abstract. A novel algorithm for finding the nearest neighbor was pro-
posed. According to the development of modern technology, the demand
is increasing in large-scale datasets with a large number of samples and
a large number of features. However, almost all sophisticated algorithms
proposed so far are effective only in a small number of features, say,
up to 10. This is because in a high-dimensional space many pairs of
samples share a same distance. Then the naive algorithm outperforms
the others. In this study, we considered to utilize a sequential informa-
tion of distances obtained by the examined training samples. Indeed, a
combinatorial information of examined samples was used as bisectors be-
tween possible pairs of them. With this algorithm, a query is processed
in O(αβnd) for n samples in a d-dimensional space and for α, β < 1, in
expense of a preprocessing time and space in O(n2). We examined the
performance of the algorithm.

1 Introduction

The k nearest neighbor (k-NN) method (Cover and Hart, 1967) is very popular in
pattern recognition. This method is effective both for estimation of densities and
for classification. However, the method requires a large amount of computation
to calculate the distances of a query sample to all training samples. To reduce
the amount of computation, many methods have been proposed (Hart, 1968;
Gates, 1972; Dasarathy, 1994; Chang and Wu, 1993; Fukunaga and Narenda,
1975), especially for classification (Hart, 1968; Gates, 1972; Dasarathy, 1994).

There are two approaches to reduce the computational cost: one group of
methods aims to reduce the size of the training sample set to be referred in query
stage and another group aims to reduce the number of distance calculations in
query stage by adopting an efficient search procedure. In this paper, we focus
on the latter approach.

A trial to find a (1 + ε) approximate nearest neighbor, Arya et al. (1998)
proposed an algorithm which runs in O(c log n) for answering a query, where c
grows exponentially in d and polynomially in 1/ε. In addition, Kleinberg (1997)
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proposed two algorithms for the same goal; one runs in O((d log2 d)(d + log n))
in query time and another is said to run linear in d asymptotically. Both are able
to use to find the nearest neighbor with a sufficiently small value of ε. However,
in even these algorithms, it is still unclear if they really runs faster than the
naive algorithm in very high-dimensional cases. This is because we have to set ε
close to zero in the case, and the complexity analysis hides the influence by 1/ε.
So, we propose an algorithm which runs really faster than the naive algorithm
when the distance is measured by Euclidean distance.

2 Key Ideas

The key idea to do search efficiently is to use ultimately a sequential information
obtained so far. After we examined some points (samples) in distance calculation
between them and a query point (sample), we have much information more than
the sum of individual distance evidences. In many algorithms, only the most
critical evidence, the distance to the current candidate of the nearest neighbor,
is used. However, we may use the second and the third candidates as well. In
fact, it is possible to consider a sequence of these points examined up to the
current stage. We will use one of such information. In this study, we focus on
the nearest neighbor, 1-NN, instead of k-NN, but the idea is easily extended to
k-NN cases.

Let us assume that we have examined two points x1 and x2 and have cal-
culated the distances d(x1, q) and d(x2, q), and assume that d(x1, q) < d(x2, q).
What is the information at this time ? Most often used information is that the
true nearest neighbor of q has a distance less than d(x1, q), thus we do not have
to check samples with distance larger than this value. However, information like
“x1 is closer to q than x2” may give us a possibility such as any sample to which
x2 is closer than x1 can omit from the further search. If so, for three points exam-
ined so far, we have three same kinds of information, and

(
4
2

)
= 6 for four points,

and so on. Of course, this is not always true. However, under some condition,
we can make such a decision.

Under which condition can we use such decisions ? Let us explain it in a
two-dimensional case (Fig.1). In Fig.1, x5 is the closest point to a query point
q, that is, x5 is the answer, but has not examined. Four points (x1 − x4) are
already examined, and six perpendicular bisectors between them are drawn.
Here, bisector b13 should be out of consideration. This is because this bisector
separates the answer x5 and q into different regions. With five bisectors, we can
conclude that the closest point to q is in the hatched region. In the following,
we analyze about which bisectors we can use for narrowing the search area.

3 Effective Bisectors

It is easy to determine which bisectors are effective and which are not. Here a
bisector is said to be “effective” when the bisector dose not separate the answer
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Fig. 1. Narrowing by bisectors. Four of eight samples are already examined and five
effective bisectors between these four points are used for narrowing the search area.
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Fig. 2. An effective bisector. Among dis-
tinct regions A, B and C, point y having
an effective bisector must exist in only C.
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Fig. 3. Extended effective region (C). Here,
a solution is assumed in the small ball cen-
tered at q.

point and the query point into different regions separated by the bisector. An
illustrative examples is shown in Fig. 2.

In this figure, two points x and y are already examined (x is closer to q) and
we know distances R = d(x, q) and b = d(y, q). Let us assume that the distance
between x and y, a = d(x, y), is also known. It is enough to search region A for
finding a better candidate than x. So, the effective bisectors should not intersect
A. Then, the necessary and sufficient condition for the bisector between x and
y to be effective is

b2 ≥ R2 + 2Ra.

(Proof)
Let us assume that the perpendicular bisector l of x and y does not pass though
the ball with radius R centered at q. Then following has to be satisfied

a/2 + R cos θ ≥ R

a ≥ 2R(1 − cos θ). (1)
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This inequality shows the condition that angle θ has to satisfied. To translate
this angle condition to the distance condition related to b = d(q, y), the following
is derived:

b2 = (R + a cos θ)2 + a2 sin2 θ

= R2 + a2 + 2Ra cos θ

= R2 + 2Ra(a/2R + cos θ)
≥ R2 + 2Ra

The last inequality is from (1). Q.E.D.
The boundary equation (1) with equality is called “Cardioid” in geometry.

It is noted that region A in Fig. 2 can be ignored because we impose that x
is closer than y. If not, exchange x and y. So the probability that y occurs in
region C is P (C)/P (B + C), where P (X) is the probability of region X . In a
uniform distribution, the probability P (C) is about 0.39 for d = 2 and increases
to 0.5 as d increases. However, P (B) grows with dimensionality up to 1−P (C).
As a result, we may assume that the probability that a new point (y in this
example) generates an effective bisector incorporated with x is 1/2 regardless of
dimensionality.

It should be noted that we cannot narrow the search region directly into
region A, because knowing whether a sample exists in A or not is knowing the
distance between that point and the query point. On the contrary, with a bisector
associated with x and y, it is enough to check to which of x and y that sample is
closer. This is easily done if we know the distance between any pair of training
points. As a result, with preprocessing to calculate the distances of every pair,
we can do this efficiently.

In this study, we extend the condition for effective bisectors to another in the
situation in which we want to find a sample close to q within distance r. Such
a query is interesting itself and is able to extend to find the nearest neighbor
by repeating this query with several values of r = r1, r2, . . . , rt(r1 < r2 < · · · <
rt = ∞). As will be described later, this brings a benefit in computation cost. It
is also possible to set the value of r to the distance R of the current candidate
of the nearest neighbor of q in the middle of search. Then, it is guaranteed to
find the nearest neighbor.

In this problem setting, for a solution within r, the condition under which a
bisector b(x, y) is effective in the same setting above is given by

b2 ≥ R2 + 2ra. (2)

This is easy to confirm (Fig. 3). For example, for r = 0, every bisector is effective.
According to a smaller value of r, a larger effective region C is obtained.

3.1 Algorithm

The algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.
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Step 0: (Preprocessing)
n : The number of training samples
q : The query sample
r : The search threshold (user-specific)
t : The possible number of r (user-specific)
s : The number of bisectors (user-specific)
θ[i]←∞ : The termination threshold on xi

xc : The current nearest neighbor sample
R←∞ : The current minimum distance to q
For every pair of xi and xj

Store the distance d(xi, xj) in array d[i, j]
For i = 1 to n

θ[i]← d(xi, x
i
1−NN )/2

where, xi
1−NN is the nearest neighbor of xi

Procedure main
Step 1 Repeat the following with r = r0, r1, . . . , rt =∞

r∗ ← r
For i = 1 to n

Step 2 if BallTest is “not passed” then continue with i← i + 1
Step 3 if BisectorTest is “not passed” then continue with i← i + 1
Step 4 Calculate distance d(q, xi)
Step 5 Do CreateBisector
Step 6 If d(q, xi) < R, update R← d(q, xi); c← i; r ← min(r,R)
Step 7 if TerminationTest is valid then goto Step 8
Step 8 if R < r∗ then output xc, else go to Step 1

Procedure BallTest
if d[c, i] < R return “passed”, otherwise return “not passed”

Procedure BisectorTest
For the latest s bisectors b(xj , xk) (d(xj , q) < d(xk, q))

if d[i, j] > d[i, k] then return “not passed”
return “passed”

Procedure CreateBisector
x← xc; y ← xi

if d(x, q) > d(y, q) then exchange x↔ y
R← d(q, x);a← d[i, c]; b← d(q, y)
if b2 ≥ R2 + 2ra then register b(x, y)

Procedure TerminationTest
if d(q, xi) < θ[i] then return “valid” else “not valid”

Fig. 4. Algorithm.

The termination condition (Kudo et el., 2003) is also incorporated in Step 7.
With the termination condition, we may find the solution in the middle of search
and terminate the procedure, but this condition does not work well in high-
dimensional cases.

In this algorithm, 1) a ball test is carried out in O(1) (Step 2), 2) a bisector
test is in O(2s) (Step 3), 3) a distance calculation in O(d) (Step 4), and 4) a
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construction of a new bisector in O(1). Let us assume that a query sample passes
Step 2 in probability α and Step 3 in probability β. Then the expected cost is
O (n ((1 − α) + 2sα(1 − β) + αβ(d + 1))) � O(αβnd).

4 Effectiveness of Bisectors

We conducted a simple experiment to measure to what degree the proposed
algorithm is efficient. The samples are generated according to a multivariate
Gaussian with a unit covariance and zero mean. The number of samples was
varied as n = 1000, 5000, 10000, 20000 and the dimensionality was varied as
d = 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50. The computational costs can be estimated by how often a
query sample passes Step 2 (ball test), Step 3 (bisector test) and Step 4 (distance
calculations). So, we counted the number of samples passed these steps. The
results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
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Fig. 5. Relative number of calculations as letting that of the naive algorithm be one.

In Fig. 5, the summand of three curves becomes almost one. If the amount
is less than one, it means that the termination condition happened. From this
figure, we can see
1. The ball test works well in low-dimensional cases, but decreases exponentially

in dimensionality.
2. The bisector test works even up to a moderate size of dimensionality. The

effectiveness decreases also as dimensionality increases, but still useful to re-
duce the number of distance calculations. It looks too low in low-dimensional
cases, but this is because the ball test is carried out before the bisector test.

From Fig. 6, it can be read that the relative distance calculation decreases
as n increases, which means that the order is less than O(nd).
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Fig. 6. Relative number of distance calculations as the number of samples increases.

Table 1. Search time (Pentium4, 2GHz, 2GB Memory,
256KB cache, Linux). Preprocessing time is not included.

Dataset C d n(ntr : nte) Time(ms)
Naive Proposed Ann

sonar 2 60 103 (8:2) 0.008 0.007 0.01
mfeat 10 187 2000 (8:2) 0.475 0.585 0.454
musk 2 166 476 (8:2) 0.047 0.028 0.037
Jap. Char 30 196 6000 (1:1) 11.7 7.07 8.42

Table 2. Probabilities of
passing several steps.

Dataset α β αβ̇

sonar 0.63 0.89 0.56
mfeat 0.84 0.99 0.83
musk 0.31 0.93 0.29
Jap. Char 0.45 0.88 0.40

5 Experiments

We used four real-world datasets of ‘sonar’, ‘mfeat’, ‘musk’ and ‘Japanese Char-
acters.’ The first three are taken from machine learning databases in UCI (UCI
Repository of Machine Learning Databases, 1991). The sample was divided to
the training and testing sample sets by n = ntr + nte as shown in Table 1.
For comparison, ANN (Arya et al. (1998)) was carried out with ε = 0. The pa-
rameter used in the proposed method, t = 3 and ri(i = 1, 3) were determined
experimentally. In addition, s was set to d/2. The results are shown in Tables
1 and 2. From Table 2, we can see that the probability that training samples
pass the ball test, α, is lesser than as expected, but the probability that training
samples pass the bisector test, β, is higher than as expected. The highness of
1 − α can be explained as in these practical problems data form some clusters
from their natures. On the other hand, the lowness of 1 − β shows that many
training samples share almost a same distance to a query point. This is just
the problem that we mentioned first, so, unfortunately, we cannot recognize the
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effectiveness of our way using bisectors. To make clear the reason, we examined
further. Then it turned out that the number of found effective bisectors was very
small, a few percent of the total number of training samples, in contrast to our
analysis (1/2), but once such a bisector was found, then it worked well. More
precisely, only a few bisectors (less than one percent of total number of training
samples, for example, 0.2% in Japanese Character Database) were contributed
the value of β. Therefore, the probability that effective bisectors were found was
not so high, but the found effective bisectors worked very good.

6 Discussion

The question to be answered is that this is faster than the previous many algo-
rithms. It requires a preprocessing time of O(n2) and the same amount of space.
It is obvious that the algorithm needs O(αβnd) in query time that is less than
that of the naive algorithm that needs O(nd), although there is no progress in
the definition of large Oh. So, the question is reduced to that α (the probability
that training samples pass the ball test) and β (the probability that training
samples pass the bisector test) is really less than one even in high dimensional
cases. The answer was partly yes from the presented experiments.

We can know about the time complexity as follows. Let p be the probability
that an effective bisector is found and q be the probability of the area for further
search reduced by the bisector. Then, the time complexity T (n) for examining
n training samples in d dimension can be written as T (n) = d + 2 + pT (qn) +
(1 − p)T (n − 1). Then, we can see that T (n) ≤ O(nd). The equality holds for
qn = n − 1. Therefore, usually the complexity is better than that of the naive
one. To have more precise complexity, we have to take into consideration the
influence by successive bisectors.

One more practical issue is the effectiveness of cache. Recent CPUs are
equipped with some amount of memory cache, so that the memory access to
a sequential data is processed very fast. On the contrary, a random access as the
proposed method does, is very slow compared with such a sequential memory
access. This make less the advantage of the proposed algorithm. However, for
very large datasets, every data should be kept in a disk not in a memory, then
the advantage would be alive.

7 Conclusion

A novel nearest neighbor algorithm was proposed. It utilized a sequence of infor-
mation obtained so far. The experimental results seem to support its efficiency
even in high dimensional cases in which the previous algorithms are not better
than the naive algorithm. The main drawback of O(n2) space would be reduced
by developing the data structure.
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